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was held in the Solarium of the Sheraton HoteL 
f~'rinMinp- account of some of his 

Frontier." from 

The ten sessions of the conference were chaired Professors 
Rory Egan, A.L. Gordon, and Donna Nore!! of the 
Professors Gerald Bedford, Neil Besner, Sheena Gardner, 

and Alden Turner of the 

The Annual Business 
Secretary 

dents, had re.gistered 
Nominating Committee, proposea 
Muriel Brown, Vice-President, 
was unanimously adopted. 
some confusion about membership dues. 
everyone attending a conference to pay a fee 
conference. More recently, the Circle has asked those 
membership dues. The current dues schedule is: 

Student 

In 

Canadian 

$10.00 

$5.00 

u.s. 
$9.00 

$4.00 

Thus, 

or even 
sessions, the was made that, 

when these have been scheduled, session should try to start the presen
tations in their sections at the times indicated in the program, so that Darticioants who 
wish to do so can switch sections without 
or missing papers they had hoped to hear. 

The members voted to hold the 1995 conference at Minot State 
Brown and the other members in attendance thanked vwc""vm,, 

for a stimulating and rewarding conference. President Brown then invited everyone 
to attend the 1991 conference to be held at N.D.S.D. in The 
at 1:20 p.m. 
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type-scenes were impOltant cunsmuems 
and 

also reinforced social cohesion. In an uncertain age, deIPelXI(,nt 
prowess, the of an heroic past ""IV'"'''' 

morale which was reinforced conservative poetic stvle and diction. 
Art was to 

The 

tical tem1S of de!Jeridency. 
in a 'closed' 

upon our world vision. 
freedom of the Im~lgIl11atlon. 

and subiect mat-

im~igiJ}atiiveterms, for it was 'closed' in prac
culture phase. we live 
an hibemacle of rational men-

Iml2:i1nativelv we seek an vista of individualitv and 
This is what I cal! terminal Romanticism. 

A critical to literature, such as deconstruction, arises from this situation. 
The idea of in art occurs in a late cultural 

This , which lies outside of social acceptance, is 
contradictory in its articulation, for it is at the same time historicallv determined in form 



pre-Romantic literature there is no 
there is no 'text'). Here mean
approach can only apply to the 

19X4 at Simon Fraser 
French students 

levels K -6. (Andre des fautes orales des eleves en 
immersion et techniques de correction," Burnaby, S.c.: 1984.) His sample group 
was made up of students in the French immersion program in the Ottawa
Carlton school division. In May 1989 and May 1990, the authors of the present paper 
tested students in Grade 12 immersion in a Winnipeg area high school for their oral pro
duction in French. 

As well as the most frequent errors, Obadia lists in an appendix all the errors report
ed by the teachers he surveyed. This, and his analysis of the relative frequency of errors, 
allows us to come to conclusions about error persistence in French oral production by 
Grade 12 students. In particular, a comparison of error-types as reported by Obadia for 
Grade 1 and then for Grade 6 enables us to establish approximately six-year intervals 
and to detect the persistence of errors present from the earlist stages and to distinguish 
errors which are added the course of the immersion experience. 

of errors that were reported at the Grade 1 level persist in 
'no,nnrAr .. 'otQ possessive pronouns (C' est Ie mon); 2) inappropIiate choice 

of verb (Ie [fo]); 3) addition of auxiliary (1' ai a ... ); 4) confusion of avoir and etre 
as main verb (Ie suis II ans); 5) confusion of avoir and etre as auxiliary (1' ai aile'); 6) 
incorrect verb fOlm after semi-auxiliary (Ie peux va); 7) incorrect infinitive forms 
(sorter). To this list must now be added past participle forms not noted in Grade 1 but 
which occur in Grade 6 (if a mou/'u). 

Grade 12 the increasing complexity of the desired communication leads the stu
dent into to use more complex structures with the likelihood of error pro
duction of a type that not occur at earlier stages. This is borne out by the 
increased number of error categories that we have been obliged to create because they 
do not occur in the student population analyzed by Obadia. 

There were two categories of errors that seem to have disappeared completely 
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Obadia's: the use of inappropIiate 
or etre. Of the errors that persisted, the 

was Improper posl!Iomng of the adjective. Among the most frequent 
agreement in the use of possessive and demonstrative adjectives (mon mere) 
in the use of prepositions. 

Among the new categories of errors, we found incorrect use of the reflexive 
(je lever en retard), errors offorms (realistiqlle) and anglicisms of structure (les 
queje vais dans eet ere). 

It appears that elementary-level error persistence is still a problem at the end of the 
secondary level. It follows that there exists a real danger that, when the new types of 
enurs which occur are added, the total number of errors will tend to increase 
rather than decrease. This may the of an actual decline in 
competence that may be a false impression since the range and SUI~[lJSlll~aL1Ull 
of the communicative skill will have increased. 

OUf raises some questions in connection with 
courses, for decision must be made whether to tackle truly fossilized elementary-level 
errors or whether to concentrate, in the frrst instance, on the more recently 
which may be more amenable to correction. We believe that it is impol'tarlt 

language departments to acquire firm data on student linguistic in 
the immersion program (and, indeed, on all school second-language programs) in 
order to begin to devise new approaches to language teaching at the university level. 

SEXES: CONCEPTS 
MILTON'S AND 

ANDMARG 

Jamestown College 

In 1644 John Milton published the revision of The Doctrine and Discipline of 
Divorce, one of his attempts to persuade Parliament to legalize the dissolution of mar
riage contracts. His style in the document is passionately argumentative, and his views 
extremely liberal for his time. Yet today, with so much scholarly attention focused on 
Milton's work, critics may tend to overlook or underemphasize his contemp0ral1eS' writ
ings which convey a more typical seventeenth-century ideology. 

When reading the Doctrine, one may sense that Milton intended his arguments to 
benefit himself primarily, but also those like him, or men in the gender-specific sense 
of the word. The document is indeed chauvinistic, with numerous pages devoted to 
the advantages divorce would yield to men and to society in general, and only a few 
lines to the benefits it would bestow on women directly. In his proposal Milton also 
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divorce would be sure to have on 
that century. He, furthermore, 

on wives, accusing them of pur
their husbands until the wedding bells 

appears wrought with egocen
side, and a strong one at that. 

Parliament, Margaret Cavendish, 
a collection of fictional COITe-

rel;iticlDship between the sexes in 
but in a markedly different 

she reveals the adverse effects 
or not, part of Sociahle Letters 

on the 
be read as a "sociable rebut
seventeenth centUlY to 

The library of Louis Bromfield's Malabar Fann contains a copy of Edith Wharton's 
autobiographical A BacA.ward Glance personally inscribed "From a Victorian to a 
Jeffersonian .. " This paper the nuances of Wharton's The basis 
of this is an of The Green Tree 
very "Jeffersonian" novel, and Twilight Sleep (1927), the novel in which Wharton 
most scrutinized the fate of Jeffersonian in twentieth-century 
America. The then focuses upon The Farm as a pivotal point in 
Bromfield's to the meaning of Jeffersonian ideals in his own time, 
anticipating his return to America from France in 1939 and establishment of Malabar 
Farm. 

Like A Bromfield's autobiographical novel examines the inex-
tricable links between past and present, self and community, with The Farm detailing 
the lives offour generations in Ohio's Western Reserve. In interpreting his ancestral 
past, Bromfield asserts of Jeffersonian values in his forefathers' response 
to the frontier, as well as the period culminating in the rapid industrial
ization of the county. Whereas Wharton discovered in her retrospective journey into 
Old New York the chasm that her from the nineteenth century, Bromfield 
saw his way to the significance of the past in actual as well as imaginative 
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the social life in both Wharton's and 
suggests a 

in their temperaments and ideologies. 
sense of the past, should 
blamed for the destruction 

there were subtle but basic 

Willa Cather in what many critics as her best novel, My 
careers chosen by women, most of whom grow to in the 

and within the small town of Black Hawk, Nebraska, 
nineteenth centwy when much of the land in that section of the state was still 
and many of its inhabitants were new arrivals from distant Her novel, 
the eyes of Jim Burden, tells of his admiration for Shimerda and his 
and development as his life intersects with grows up and 
matures. In the process of these two characters, Cather also pro-
vides many glimpses of the lives of a number of and women whose sense of 
self-worth is created and work. 

These pioneers, who must wrestle a from the land, value work. dis-
tinctions between women's work and men's work blur since each member must con-
tribute to each family's economic However, the attitude of the wife and 
mother within each unit determines much about the ultimate success 
of that Grandmother Burden and Mrs. Shimerda, in section of 
Cather's novel, contrast in of their households: the 

work of the fann wife with ease and grace; the latter, 
survive in an unfamiliar rural 

uacKgwullU of Grandmother Burden and Shimerda, Cather devel-
ops her view of women and work. No matter how work adds value to the peo-

who it. whose have enomlOUS advan-
tages over the recent immigrants, the Americans are not so fOltunate in the value 
of work. Their daughters remain at home leading rather "proper. mUTIPered lives 
with teaching the only occupation 
girls, however, are portrayed as far more fortunate in spite or me harel work they per
form, choice in what work is proper. can do to eam 
their own way and to help their families is worthwhile. As result, some work in house
holds; others work as maids and waitresses in hotels, as dressmakers, as laundry work-
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device 
and the social, 

,md ease in her role as farm 
about life work. 
she, nevertheless, holds 
now farms. No work 

critical scene between Kate and Petruchio in the within a 
of The Taminf! of the Shre,v is the only scene in the play which employs a clus-
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tering of moon reveals the of the Induction 
Sly character for The Christopher Sly character and framing 
by Shakespeare to his enough earthiness to root the play within 
ity and to reveal the symbolic meaning of PetlUchio' s method of 
Katherine, the significance of the imposition of a dream upon the 
The Sun and Moon scene between Kate and Petmchio, then, becomes 01l,;U\.C'lxuIC 

variation of the Renaissance perception of the between male and 
principles, specifically the conespondence which should obtain between husband 
wife, between reason and passion, between immutabilitv and mutabilitv. between 

and sovereign. This scene, accordingly, 
ination in Kate's acceptance of her new social role as wife, 
cination with the power of the human to the world, an idea which 
dominates the great tragedies of Macbeth. Hamlet, Lear and Othello as well as the 

device of The Taming Shrew. 

ila~:esr)ea!re's rhetroical use of the moon in The Shrew 
suggests that the mutual tmst which evolves between Kate and Petruchio is the appro-

basis for a as well as the proper relationship between subiect and 
riditinn!-llhl the _ _ 

Shrew becomes the basis for the more complicated 
analysis of the between the prose and verse in A Midsummer s 
Dream, revealing the within the dramatic worlds of the to 
the audience, directing the moral comment of the olav bevond the dramatic world to 
the social and historical world of Elizabethan 

The image of the moon in A Midsummer Night's Dream becomes the rhetorical 
device through which the multiple dramatic worlds of the play created the "mad
ness of love" imply the relationship of reason and will in the world of the play and in 
the politics of the real Elizabethan COUIt and society. The antiphonal verse and the 
mechanical prose of the play coalesce to create a politics of moonlighting, illuminat
ing Shakespeare's dream world and his real world. In effect, therefore, a symbolic-myth
ic analysis ofthe moon imagery in The Taming of the Shre'w and A Midsummer Night's 
Dream reveals that Shakespeare's dramatic world and design, his rhetoric, c~m 
a commentary upon the actual society and Dolitics of his historical milieu. 
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Olmances of The Taming of the Shrew between J 600 and 
for comic effect, encouraging the audience to pay 

as they concentrate on the The most com-
mendable would be one which relies as heavily on the humor imolicit in 
the words as in the added gags and Either this kind 

or most critics devote an inordinate proportion of their reviews to the 
of the rough and tumble. In my presentation, I describe a vmietv of twentieth-centu-
ry ofthis Shakespearean comedy. 

Evidence from Linear B tablets indicates that the realm of Pylos was divided into 
two De-we-ro-a3-ko-ra-i-ja, the "Nearer" province, seems to have had 
nine while Pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja, the "Further" province, seven districts. On the 
basis of the information provided by the tablets, Chadwick suggested that one of the 
nine districts of the "Nem'er" province, known as A -pu2' could have been located in the 

in the m'ea of Platanos!Papoulia/lklaina. Limited-scale excava-
tions conducted Marinatos in 1954 brought to and rather 

finds and a surface reconaissance of the site in the summer of 1990 
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has, therefore, become apparent 
further investigations. In the pre

evidence in an attempt to 

NEW 

Grove is best known for his pioneer novels, 
among his papers, which were donated to the 
his widow in the early nineteen-sixties. Grove 

1912, and taughtthere until 1929, when he 

unpublished poetry in Grove's archives, only 
OU",,",uuru cycle In Memoriam were ever printed in the journal Canadian 

Forum between 1929 and 1932. The remainder has largely been unavailable to the pub
lic until now. 

For twenty years, it has been speculated that Grove was not of Swedish 
decent as he had claimed, but that he was in fact the minor literary figure and 

triIDslator Felix Paul Greve, who enjoyed some prominence on the German scene 
the first decade of the century. While documentary evidence is still lacking, a 

large number of biographical and details correspond to such an extent that 
they convincingly support this hypothesis. 

is the existence of six German poems written by 
Grove, one of which was published by Greve in the joumal Die Schauhiihne 
in 1907. This along with two other ones in contemporary joumals, and 
a collection which appeared in 1902, have been the entire extent 
of Greve's known so far. 

However, in 1990, the editor of Grove's and Greve's poetly was able to dis-
cover fOUlteen new poems Half of them are manuscripts which Greve sub
mitted in 1902 to Stefan George for possible publication in his Blatterfiir die Kunst. 
George was an elitist, and the most influential poet at the time. Greve's submission never 
saw the of day. 

The other seven poems were published in 1905 by the joumal Die Freistatt under 
the pseudonym Essler. This is especially interesting, since Greve's volumi
nous first novel (also 1905) was thus entitled after his female heroine. Evidence that 
it is indeed Greve who hides behind this feminine persona stems from a long letter he 
wrote to Andre Gide, in which he explicitly addresses this point. 
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the end of the 
poems. Grove's 

that Grove's scope has become more 
to the model of the Geonze-Cirde to 

lifetime as an poet, as well as 
occasions he was commissioned to write verses to com-

memorate ceremonial events; the series on the death of Cecchino 
di Zanobi Bracci being but one In 1546, Benedetto Varchi to the 
Florentine of which Michelangelo was a member, a detailed textual 
cation of the sonnet "Non ha I'ottimo artista a!cun concetto." Giorgio Vasari's biog-

ofthe artist, published in 1547, includes commentary on the poet's verse. As 
as 1518, composers were setting his poetry to music. 

interest in writing poetly should not be considered As 
part of the cultural elite of Cinquencento Italy, he was well aware that the cornpc)sition 
of verse was a sine qua IlOIl, a fact stressed by Castiglione in his Cortegiano. From his 
early years in Lorenzo de' Medici's Platonic Academy, where he knew Picino and Pico 
della Mirandola, through to his later association with Vittoria Colonna, "H"''''"'''U1','~'V 
had many opportunities to breathe the air of Renaissance Humanism. 

The outward chamcteristics poetry reflect the ~''''V<'''HU.'' 
of the time. His subject matter is, for the most part, conventional, rpr,tp,-,nIT 

death, praise and toward patrons, and the like. 
forms to which he limits himself --sonnets, canzoni, sestine, madrigals, quartets -- are 
common to all Cinquecento poets. 

However, Michelangelo parts company with his contemporaries 
ways. First, unlike Bembo and the other Petrarchizers, whose lahor limae 
fection of form but sterility of content, Michelangelo sacrifices exterior 

personal emotion. Second, on numerous occasions he voices this emotion, 
to resolve what Hall has termed his "inner conflict between insistent 

tion and recalcitrant expression," through references to that other art which he 
so well: sculpture. 

the theme 
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in ways. As a com
motif in "Non ha l' ouimo artista alcun 



" Other poems provide observations 
others. Finally, sculpture serves as 

and love. 

AS 

of contemporary literary theorists are to question 
separates the human being from the natural world is fact an arti

the dualism of West em metaphysics--what Dan Latimer calls 
habits of the mind" (Cixous 558). According to the French feminist 

Cixous, "CulturelNature" becomes one in a long series of "pairs," which also 
includes "Man/Woman," "Master/Slave," and "Active/passive" (559). The problem 
with advances through opposition," as Latimer points out, is that "some-
one ha~ to win" (Cixous 558). Not only is one term in each pair privileged over 
the other, but, Cixous says, "Organization by hierarchy makes all conceptual organi
zation subject to man. Male privilege, shown in the opposition between activity and 
passivity, which he uses to sustain himself' (560). 

Seen in this context, images of nature in contemporary literature take on new 
importance. We can ask whether, in finding new ways of portraying the relationship 
between human and nature, writers are addressing the wider issue of how to reject dual
ism. of nature can function as part of a new "conceptual organization" that 
is not "subject to man." For purposes of this discussion, I want to focus on Mary 
Oliver's Dream Work, a collection of 45 poems published in 1986 which breaks new 

nnrtr'lVin!Y nature as articulate and interactive SUbject, rejecting transcendence 
and using natural images as metonymy versus metaphor. 

Kt:<tllzmg that both the link between human and God and the gap between human 
and nature are delusions, Oliver sees the need to rethink the human role in the universe: 
"whatever my place in this garden/it was not to be what I had always been--/the gar
dener" (85). While Oliver a role for humanity that is not privileged, neither is 
it without its own brand of joy. Viewing the rest of creation as subject, rather than object, 
gives us, as the title of one of the poems suggests, "The Chance to Love Everything." 

In fact, one of Oliver's most prominent themes is that the desire for transcendence 
is limiting, while the acceptance of "naturalness," including mortality, is liberating. In 
place of transcendence, which we seek trying to rise above nature, Oliver offers 

achieved by listening to the message of nature. In "Trilliums," (10) the 
remembers how the dialects of natural objects made sense of the "ambiguities 

of childhood." The trilliums are not the object of her reflection; they are not objects 
at all, but messengers who call the child to the hillside and provide 
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her with a imnorl~nt to note that 

explores the 
feminism, has 
All paths 
opposed to 
archal idea of 
41). The velY 
archal idea of nature·· 
lets us opt out 

Oliver, Press, 1986. 

in Herman Melville's novella Benito Cereno, Captain Amasa Delano's gaze 
falls on an old Spanish sailor silently a most intricate knot. The cap
tain, whose own mind's entanglement resembles that of the knot, inquires about the 
meaning of such a knot: 

"What are you there, my man?" 

"The knot," was the blief reply, without looking up. 

"So it seems; but what is it forT' 

"For someone else to undo ... " 

Suddenly, the old sailor shoves the knot at Delano and says 
'''Undo it, cut it, quick.'" The symbolic gesture lost on him, the 
founded, "knot in hand, and knot in head." 

This paper argues that the knot, which Delano is to unravel, becomes 
the controlling metaphor of the novella. That is, sets his major characters at 
odds in a dark web of events, entangling Delano, the innocent, optimistic North 
American fond of enslaved Negroes with Cereno, the ineffectual, despairing Spainiard 
frustrated by the American's obtuseness and terrorized by the mutinv of his own 

13 
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mi,;comclrerlension. Babo, the mil
of the Old and New Worlds 

mas
he cannot strike 

aware ot evil. In short, Delano can
cultural biases. Thus he remains 

knowledge necessary to 

with 

on the relation vision of herself 
to her downfall, I argue that 
~u~c.qJUU'1.o to the cultural 

tons of others 

a desperate need 
ignore some social 
That Lily should 
nor is it rer,rerlensiblc 
be norn1al, to be 
the person must 

Among the numerous Victorian intertexts in John Fowles's The French Lieutenant's 
Woman, Pre-Raphaelitism has a place. certainlv not as central to the 
novel as Darwin's theories or Arnold's poetry, 
ileged by its connection with the sale historical figures embodied in the novel: Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti and his circle. At the end of The French Lieutenant's Woman, Charles 
Smithson confronts the long-missing Sarah Woodruff in Rossetti's home and studio, 
where she has found employment and fulfillment. Faced with Charles's 
assumption that she must be the artist's mistress, Sarah infolms him that she is 
Rossetti's amanuensis and occasional model. Now, this is an devel
opment in a novel where Sarah seems to have an a!1ist's or a creator's status. For 
whereas her reappearance among the ostensiblv confirms her artisic 
identity, her emergence as Rossetti's model sets up an 
the inveterate patriarchal gender dichotomy of male 
key concern in Fowels's metatlctional text is 
woman's representation and self-representation, the artist/model UHA1UlUl11Y 

ently functions as one more 19th-century construction of feminine 
deconsrructs. But actually, a close look at the interest suggests that Fowles 
exempts not only the Brotherhood but also himself from his criticism of the cultural 
inscription of women. 

As an avant-garde coterie with both mores and aesthetic prilrJdjJles 
Victorian convention, the Pre-Raphaelites a niche for 
the similarly anomalous Sarah. She is aligned with them in her "scandalous" behav-

15 



Cabrera 
Queneau, had irr>nrp,c"c''; 

shares 
VUUlC,au, and Tres tristes tigres 

n,·r.h«"'" occurred to Cabrem Infante as a 

or street 
the t1avor of life is another cen-

is of Cab rem 
r}l1rnl'vaIP",lIlP tradition, with its inherent sk,opticj;,m, 

to the absurdism vision of 
obverse Candide or Alice in Wonderland, has as 

cousins, or descendants, Silvestre and Arsenio, two of the who roam La 
Habana, and whose corruDted innocence brings a sDecial Dersoective to their outlook 
on the 
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Coriolanus, believed to be the latest of his Roman has puz-
zled many modern critics. The play has been described as neat, precise, and 
masterful in its dramatic structure, yet shallow and unconvincing in its tragic effect. 
COJ10lanus, renowned Roman soldier, proudly and contemptuously spurns the honor 

conferred upon the citizens of Rome his successful cam-
their admiration for COJ10lanus' 

over Coriolanus' wilhh()ldJlng 
apIPointe:dtlibunes, Sicinius and Brutus, tum the 

citizens against Coriolanus and succeed in having him banished. C0I101anus renounces 
to Rome and takes up arms with his sworn lifelong enemy, the Volscian 

Aufidius, his comrades and Just outside Rome, he is his moth-
er and wife and in to he not attack, an that 
earns him death at the hands of the Volscians. Even in the face of death, Coriolanus 
exhibits no inclination toward or remorse; recovering his hatred for his 
would-be Volscians ally, he taunts Aufidius with the memory of Coriolanus' recent tri-

over the Volscians. Fear and pity seem only slightly evoked by the of 
this inconstant and hero who meets an end that, it would seem, he 
deserves. There is also over the vehicle of the among 
those who do not blame Coriolanus The of the tribunes and their 
HdlllVl,,,,,,Vll of the minds of the mob carry little of the intrigue of the doings of more 
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a shadow of a wife and never a moti
to serve as contrasting foil to his mil
on her son figures prominently in the 

Inl"mrctations, but this is not convincing as the 
themes. Politics, on the other hand, does 

hero who desires not power but personal bat-

suggest that it does not aim to achieve catharsis 
do. The principal activity of this play is neither 
cont1ict nor, with the of the early bat-

instead, most of the revolves around 
on events and persons, in the fOlm of 

Coriolanus, more so than any other 
what is said him than what he 

variation on Shakespeare's play-withing-a-play struc
watches another audience, an audience that listens to and 
of rhetoric. Many scholars have analyzed speeches by 
for their classical oratorical elements, and it is not surpris-

is about Shakespeare's education, that he employed weIl-
and figures in composing characters' speeches. However, 

.,," 'I-"""'v to dismiss this as Shakespeare making use of some old school 
Nor should the on oratory be read as merely a device to create an 

'llItllPll1w reconstruction of Rome, or even as intended to show that "the 
sickness of Rome" was due to an overdependence on rhetorical decorum. 

The rhetorical issue at hand is one of much greater scope, and it is not one that was 
to Rome. It concerns the conflict of the individual's "true" nature (L. natu

ra--bom, produced, to be born of) with his artistic, rhetorical nature or ethos. Various 
characters in the very first scene and throughout the play, that it is Coriolanus' 
nature to nature and to birth or breeding abound in the play) to be proud and 

not decorous and diplomatic, and it is frequently suggested that it is a mistake 
in a way that is different from his nature. Yet Coriolanus 

IS contmuallv placed in situations that demand just that--put, most succinctly, by a 
[of the consulship] is, to ask it kindly" (II.iii.74-75)--which he can

thrust out of Rome for speaking his mind in a diatribe against the crowd 
of citizens who had to hear him appeal to them for approval. Coriolanus leaves 

he can be true to his nature by going where he can most fully escape 
CIVIC duty to Rome and live instead by his military code or nature. Numerous refer
ences to Coriolanus as "bred j' the wars" (III.i.317-320) establish his true, born nature 
as that of a soldier. Therefore, it is and tragically ironic that his fate is brought 
on the one of whom he was born, in a scene that Coriolanus calls "most unnatural." 
In this climax, Coriolanus discovers that the true, private self and the rhetor-
ical, self can be neither separated nor reconciled. The peculiar tragedy of this 
destructive situation is heightened by the portrayal of Coriolanus' society as a partic-

conditional one. C0I101anus, for all his conviction, is ill-mannered and ruthless; 
the tribunes and for all their eloquence, are exploitative and opportunistic; 
and the citizens, all their righteous oppressedness, are shiftless and capricious. 
Rife with the confusion of nature and ethos, the play may be seen as demonstrating the 
necessity of a true ethos to transcend what is shown to be a mistaken distinction. 
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circumstances. 

pmts-··gnunrnatlcal fea
to the overall theme: ratio

actions and emotions; however, Williams 
uu,,'" " " control him. He demonstrates thaI man's poten

emotions needs onlv the 11ght combination of 

In attributing a "high seriousness" to the play element in Chaucer's poetry, Richard 
Lanham notes that "the imitative poet is indeed ipso facto involved in a contest with 
his source: he must out-do it (transcend the theme) or play his own poem off against 
it (vary the theme)." In the case of the Gawain-poet, the contest is not only with the 
variety of Beheading Games in folk-tale and romance, but with the romance tradition 
itself. As 'meta-romance', Gawain and the Green Knight manipulates and frustrates 
the reader's expectations of the genre at every stage of the game. 

Most source studies of Gawain and the Green Knight consider the Pentangle the 
to the poet's transformation of the Game into a Christian/chivalric 

His narrative and structural intricacy is another suiking departure from the 
sources which has been given much attention. But while the poet's complex inter-
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symbol add an entirely new artis
Game, neither the transcendence 

breathless excitement or for the gently 

in Gawain and the Green Knight dif
amllogues for the poem, and from most 

occasioned by the Challenge is 
of order. In Gawain and the Green Knight, 

gap between the two poles: ten
is a let -down. It is the sense of imperfect do

contest with its sources. 

of nalTative this paper will suggest that 
is 'ernest', and that 'play' is the only real mean

ga!De with the reader is to confound and to mock 
is, then his ultimate concluding device of Morgan La Fay, 

spOI of the poem, is perhaps deliberately and most aptly 
,or 'gomen's of the poem, the Beheading 'Gomen', the 

, Gawain, himself, are left hanging by a master player who 

_,ceq,,,",,,,,,.,, critical commentary attest of the serious spiritUal element that 
to his version of the Beheading Game. But it is the playful 

contest with his sources which places him alongside Chaucer as a poet 
a lvttel" in high seriousness. 

AND THEIR ANTECEDENTS 

44 of The Confidence-Man, "In Which The Last Three Words Of The 
Last Chapter Are Made The Text Of Discourse, Which Will Be Sure Of Receiving More 
Or Less Attention From Those Readers Who Do Not Skip It," presents some difficulty 
in Melville himself, in the final paragraph calling the chapter a "disserta
tion," suggests that it is "prosey" and "smokey." A large measure of this difficulty 
involves Melville's a!Dbiguous use of the word "original." Melville's overt purpose 
in the is to disabuse the reader of the belief that the cosmopolitan is, as sever
al characters in the book suggest, "quite an original." Whether or not the cosmopoli
tan is an is left by Melville for the reader to decide, but the concept of origi
nality with all its diffuse meaning as it applies to literary characters, authors, law
givers and religious leaders, poses important questions for Melville. Ten years before 
the publication of The Confidence-Man, Edgar Allan Poe, writing on Hawthorne's 
Twice-Told Tales and Mossesfroman Old Manse, grapples with and delineates theprob
lem of "the original." Poe's review provides insight and background for Melville's 
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thoughts on 
chapter as well. 

original, the 
emotional union 
true original, 
edge, rather 
down unto 

inferior sense, is 
Moreover, there is 
ters that is 
such characters' claims to onglllum y 
fined to itself' (CM 239), an odd trait, 

be a direct antecedent to 

the "true 
works which are ,,~;f'r.. 

The true 

a dis-
sense" and what is "novel, or 

... odd." latter distinction is akin to 
suggests the of in this 

and lack of education. (CM 238) 
accounted" charac-

(CM 239), which invalidates 

society, Such characters are separate from their environment and whild the 
truly original character, or the "original character, essentially such" (CM 239), impress-
es itself upon its environment, creating, and it. 

Melville cites Ha!Dlet, Don Quixote and Milton's Satan as possessing 
in this "thorough sense." In the field of fiction, Melville calls such characters prodi
gies (CM 239), and suggests they are as rare "as in real history is a new a 
revolutionizing philosopher, or the founder of a new religion." (CM 239) Within their 
respective worlds, these originals are the initiators of action, the decision makers, the 
forces which create reaction in the characters around them. The original sheds its 
characteristics on its surroundings. Like a revolving search" is lit 
by it, everything starts up to it (mark how it is with Ha!Dlet) ... " (CM 
says, the true original gives "its own hue, its own character to evervthing it 
touches ... " (Poe 579) 

Melville's original is in essence an origin: an origin of personality, behavior, action, 
beliefs and idea~. Whether it be a character in tlction, a new a revolution
izing philosopher or the founder of a new religion, the original is a shaper of human 
emotion, human lmderstanding and human destiny. Poe's of the "true orig
inal" and "the natural" provide insight into how Melville's 
the psychology of the admirer. As to the origin of original characters, Melville states 
that tlley cannot be born in the author's imagination, but are found in the world " ... -it 
being as true in literature as in zoology, that all life is from the egg." (CM 239) 

Along with the question of whether or not the cosmopolitan is an the ori-
gin of the cosmopolitan and his many avatars is left Melville to be detennined by 
the reader. 
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discourse in the Thai media, looks at the 
language and Thai. The pur

of occurrence of 

such as Kachru's (1983) lndiani::atioll of" 
1984, and others] have concentrated on 

in fonner British colonies and 

'i:lllgUag" of a 

have been used in Thailand as 
. and of western 

was seen necessary for the survival of Thailand as an inde
Therefore the circumstances of contact between English and Thai 

in their 

textual 
. from 3 

[O)mpetitOI's] from the domain of 
Siam Rart [The State of Siam] from 

Woman], two magazines of general interest. 

In 182 which were examined in these 682 borrowed 
were found, The of the 

" In addition, there was definite evidence 
competition with the traditional Indic-mixed. Authors used one or 
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also allowed 

which 
observed. 

into language con
Such studies are 

written beneficial in circumstances where is useful to 
organize amounts of data. 

THE 

The explosion 

and in 
had little impact on pedagocical at least 
eight years, books, articles and conferences 
mostly in the States. These have been many 
of our time, Derrida, Lacan, de Man, J. Hillis Miller, Barbara Johnson, G.c. 
Spivak, and G. Hartman, who have claimed that and are 
inseparable. Theory, as it is used in this context, is not a group of methods to be 
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A at 

this one 

For the Ilnconmrefienril the poem as encounter with nonsense. 

For the determined, --D're(:llctecl--1Jre:d the poem as and 

"""UU,,"'V'M as well the conventions confinnation. 
Hf1'J~U'VH courses therefore no become mere ser-

the mechanics of foster intellectual For the determiners, --the accounters authorities of the 
should be the games others poem as canonical 

where teach-
(Tensions between these two define: existence and damnation, and all others as 
but incoherent absurd.) 

New way 
has become "commonsensical" and "natural." For the poet, a truth, Insight--tof the 

us to text has a "centre"; authentic audience, 
a cohesive whole called the "theme"; and that a text's is a value. 

however, does assume that cohesiveness is a mark of lit-
focuses on the way is a text, and confronts con- ", 

is in a deconstructive reading, it is not 
se the claim to domination of one mode of ,io-nifvm;:r 

another." (B. Johnson) 
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one's purpose. Reading Rabelais to 
difficult. Coupled with the general ten

civilizaiton to marginalise women is 
arguments. When finally, after 

author's intentions are elusive. At best, 
difficulties, I have persisted in my 

The parts. "The Orifice as examines the births of 
the two heroes, The walls the old woman with the 
immense wound and the noblewoman of Paris are treated in the section on "The 
Orifice as the and the Dive Bottle are treated in "The Orifice as 
Oracle." 

Si Marx avait choisi la calTiere politique de Napoleon III dans Le dix-
huit brumaire de Louis Bonaparte c'est sans doute que, pattant d'une vision critique 
de I 'histoire capitalisle, iI pouvait voir chez le dictaleur fran<;ais un exemple frappant 
de la tMorie de base de son livre, a savoir que 1 'histoire se repete, mais sur Ie mode bouf
fon. Les faits et gestes des personnages historiques seront tournes en derision par 
ceux qui les sui vent, non pas d'intelligence ou revers de fortune mais par la 
force des choses. Dans une societe en declin, les chefs politiques ne poulTont 
que singer leurs predecesseurs, sans pouvoir esperer les egaler. lis joueront toujours 
un role cree par un autre, dans une piece dont les spectateurs voient de plus en plus facile-
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tentative d' assassinat, 
asile ou, par 

pas satisfait ple:inc:m(~nt. 

ala 

pour mission de tuer un 
bien des avenlures, les 

se rend compte que si sa mission 
de ressembler. j'echec de 

et interne dans 

delires de langue et de gout, a cree chez les un malaise, Ie genre de malaise 
caracterise de serieux en deli!, Ie malaise, vrecisement. du 

spectateur voil un des acteurs dans une lui adresser un 
ne sait pas s'il est de rire. Trou de memoire est Ie des romans 

c'est celui Oll se cotoient, Ie harmonieusement possible. la 
avec Ie gai savoir du createur. 
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constitute 

Wei poem, 
the thematic and title 

(sf), with the thematic char
relationships in the 

IJV"VlIUUS. venom), and these in tum also 

inception of a poem, there is a poetic-gener-
ative element that finds similarity in the :f, that in Chinese poems, in the instance 

Wei, noted as as well as a poet, the poem is conceived not 
phonologically with its sound and sense (logopoeia), 

but also on the basis of the of certain key words' written characters 
In this way, the theme and title of the poem show a marked similarity 

of character that becomes a third, element for the organization of the poem 
in its inception. 

Further research is needed in 
Chinese poets influenced 

the hypothesis, possibly in the poems of two 
Wei's work, Du Fu and Li Bai. 
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THEME 

In the 19805 Louise grew up in Wahpeton, North Dakota and 
Chippewa, wrote three novels for which she has now received national acclaim. 
of them, Love Medicine (1982) and Tracks (1988), detail the plight of the '-""JlJC;Wd 

Indians in the wooded north central Turtle Mountains. She has now written a book or 
poetry, Jacklight (1990), which also addresses her Native American concerns. The third 
novel, however, is quite different from her other Beet Queen (1986) focuses 
on the survival of three children sent their mother to grow up with relatives in the 
small rural community of Argus in the Red River on the eastern 
border of North Dakota. So this is a story of whites rather than Indians, and it is about 
the central plains, not the forest and lakes and hills of the north. What makes the book 
so important in Ms. Erdrich' s cannon is that it forms a magnificent balance for the other 
works and sets them off by contrast. Like them, it is about poverty and alienation 
and survival in this century, but because the locus of the book is the white world as it 
touches upon the Indian, it enables the author to dramatize the deeply human ele
ments that characterize life in our century, whatever one's race or setting. 

cv 
SHAMANIST TRANCE GHOST 

DANCE SIOUX 
Michael Moriarty 

Valley City State University 

The shamanist trance poems of the Ghost Dance Sioux represent a milestone in world 
literature that encodes the Void with a vitality far exceeding the mise-en-abime of 
academic Deconstruction. The trance poems are a unique example of the power of lit
erary text to deconstruct the actual society that produced them. The texts are naive and 
sentimental, but the emotion they inspired in the spirit of land-starved warriors led 
those same warriors to a futile resistance during a ceremonial surrender. 

The naIvete of the texts underscored the technological naiVete of the warriors, and 
after the slaughter at Wounded Knee on December 29, 1890, the dance came to a 
public end along with the hegemony of the aboriginal culture of the Northern Plains. 
The aporia of the Ghost Dance texts, then, is not a matter of theoretical conjecture or 
literary convention but of a historically documented hail of bullets. 

A trance is a shamanist journey into the spirit world where the individual is able to 
visit with deceased parents or children, to see the prosperity represented by vast herds 
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. • . the dancers to restore 
by the invasion of Euro-American colonists and soldiers-to 

its on the Earth in the ordinary state of consciousness. This 
is remll11Scent the "as above, so below" motif of late nineteenth century French 

poetry. 

No is more encompassing among the Sioux than the Sacred Hoop. The 
expresses the skien of human life and its relationship to the earth and to the 
world. The circle of the Wakanghi Wachipi, which is perfonned 
and stately manner without drumming, accompanied only the chanting, is an ulti
mate expression in the dance literature of Native America of the non-dualistic unity of 
the tribe. 

The Sacred Hoop encompasses all that is essentially existent in the multi-layered 
levels of its significance. When the Ghost Dancers join hands in the dance, the visi
ble enactment of the Sacred is, as Text #26 asserts, visible to all. The >I.HIUC"U

material exoression of dance, poem and soiritual asoiration unite in a Gesamtkuntswerk 
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nues" is the fifth poem of Les Flew's du mal ("Au 
"~'"~'''~r.'' to, and not a part of, the volume, as such). 

Flanked by two of the best of the collection, "ColTespondances" and "Les 
Phares," it is no surprise that this poem has not caught the eye of 
the reader or the 

This paper is not disputing the validity of the omission many select-
ed works ("pages choisies") of Baudelaire, nor the scanty comments it receives in 
some serious studies of the Flew's du mal. What one could is the rf'nrl"nno-

of may parts of this poem in some respected translations. It is 
ever, that its omission from some selections of poems, as well as the critic's silence or 
neglect and the inadequate translations, could suggest, among other things, that the poem 
has presented difficulties of interpretation. Titles have a way of elucidating texts, and 
Baudelaire may indeed have contrubuted to the poem's obscurity and neglect by not 
giving it a catchy title--or any title whatsoever--as is the case with the other poems in 
this cycle. 

Nonetheless, he insisted that the Flew's du mal has "a beginning and an end." 
Baudelairians understand this to mean that the collection has "something of the ordered 
structure of a book with the poems placed in a thematic pattem that has nothing to do 
with the chronological order of their composition." Recognition of an intemal struc
ture to the Fleurs du mal would lend credence to the argument that the place occupied 
by "J' aime Ie souvenier de ces epoques nues" is not accidental; that it is not a mere midget 
among giants, but a fifth (poem) among equals. It would seem that for Baudelaire, this 
poem enjoys an importance comparable to the four preceding ones--"Benediction," 
"L' Albatros," "Elevation," and "ColTespondances"--and a few that follow, patticularly 
"Les Phares." If "Correspondances" offers the reader an insight into the secrets of 
Baudelaire's poetics, so does 'Taime le souvenir de ces epoques nues" enunciate the 
principles of his aesthetics of the dandy. 

The significance of this poem goes beyond the juxtaposition of l' antiquite and fa 
modernite as two sources of inspiration for the artist in search of "beauty." It rather draws 
a line between "authentic beauty" and "COlTUpt beauty," and marks a preference for the 
fonner. It is a profession of faith in l' antiquite as the superior source: 

NOllS avons, iI est vrai, nations cOlTompues, 

Aux peuples anciens des beautes inconnues: 

Des visages ronges par les chancres du coeur, 

Et comme qui dirait des beautes de langueur; 

Mais ces inventions de nos muses tardives 

N' em¢cheront jamais les races maladives 
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front, 

the oldest poem of the Flew's du mal, 
of in the evolution of 

as the word "evolu
t:'iauaelalre--up to 1859--show that admission into 

and moral 

Alcibiades, Caesar, Catilina. 
of Baudelaire's romal1tic HH'~b"''''''VH 

; both of which have ealTIed him the title of "nos
Delacroix, is elevated to the ranks, 

etudes n§centes de titrologie ont montnS la complexite du titre, 
temps considere comme allant de soi. Le titre constitue un elt§ment distinct de I' reuvre 
d'art, fidele a ses propres conventions, soumis a des que lui seul connali. II 
est a examiner sous aspects, celui de sa forme, celui de ses fonctions et celui 
du rannort au'il entretient avec Ie texte. Je veux me limiter a une de titre - Ie 

du texte au'il nomme - et a un corpus, l'oeu-

n existe trois valietes de titre generique. 1) Un sans article 
ni detenninant, souvent au pluriel: Fahles (Lafontaine). 2) Un TERME GENER
IQUE + DETERMINANT. a) Le detenninant est une caracterisation ou un sim-

chiffre cardinal, Trois contes (Haubert), en prose (Baudelaire). b) 
Le avoir une charge semantique plus annonfant un 
de vue un contenu specifique: Memoires d' outre-tombe (Chateubriand), 
.TournaI of the Plague Year (Defoe). 3) Un titre hybride constitue d'un titre non 
generique suivi d'une des fonnes 1 ou 2. Ce titre se manifeste Ie plus souvent 
sous Ia fonne TITRE NON GENERIQUE + "et autres" + TERME Eh 
.Toe and Other Writings (Beckett). 

La premiere fonction du titre generique est de situer l' reuvre dans une class esthe-
tique. Les tennes generiques proposes Beckett sont souvent trop generaux et 
designent difficilement une fonne iis renvoient simnlement a l'acte de 
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Mettre 
Dans ses 
de de 
res 
genres de I 'echec, il a dO les trouver et les lui-meme. 

enfin de considerer Ie rapport Ie titre et Ie lexte. Tous les 
rapports son! De 

dans Ie 

, !lien! les fonc-
de veri tables En lex-

H'-""<Vii'"'''''''' surprennent invitent a la lecture, 
seule facon de savoir a auoi ils renvoient. Ouant aux genres au'ilg nomment, ils exis

des titres. Dans ce 
domaine, comme bien d' autre" il reussi a 
habituels 
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PLACE 

The tenn "J 'homme de or bronze," however, figures most fre-
qently as a designation of the type who has succeeded in killing the ideal-
ist in himself. The statue-like of hm-dness and coldness first symbolize the inhu
man nature of the individual who has brought about the death of his own soul and heart. 
The sUiface hardness of such men then merges with the image of annor, for the adop
tion of unconditional hedonism or even vice is represented as a fonn of protection 
(Lorenzo describes himself as a who has put on the annor of a giant, and become 

ofthe brotherhood of vice). It is above all a protection against the moral anguish 
type Musset's idealistic characters, including Lorenzo, whose 

excursion into the realm of vice does not entirely cure him of his nostalgia for the 
ideal. Such characters have Jost their belief in the ideal, but continue to judge the 
world in it the ideal which are no longer sure of encountering 
in the afterlife. The hard shell, however, an ambiguous function, in that it also 

from the world's influence the very soul that the hedonist has tried to 
Lonseouently, as Octave, in Les Caprices de Marianne learns, there is no 

for the ideal will not reassert itself. In addition to suffering from 
this potential ,1~"r"lh;';." the stone man of this type is also depicted as the agent of 
the historical forces which have destroyed idealism and crippled the human race with 
sceDti(;isro, and is associated with those images in which death appears 
in the of a stone His apparent invulnerability and mastery are not there-
fore as enviable as first appears, since they are both spurious. 

When a woman is depicted as a statue, it is first when she resists her would-be lover's 
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Neoclassicism, on the basis 
Italian literature, U. Foscolo is the author most need of such 

works, Le Ultime Lettere eli Jacopo Ortis, (or, Ortis), has been likened to 
Goethe's Werther because in fonn it is an novel with the suicide of 
an unfortunate lover and like the Romantic Neoclassicist novel of Goethe, it appears 
too little rather and involved in contempormy issues, much like the 
works of the Romantic But, when studied, Foseolo's work Ortis is seen 
to be structured like Aen. IV and saturated with the devices employed by the 
prose wliters of the Classical age. Both Dido and 1. Ortis while exiled fall in love with 

who, in return, decide to end the for concerns over 
own DeoDie. Because of that, J. Oltis and Dido decide to commit suicide. The 
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authors: 

i. 

works with several Classical rhetor
are the Tragic Insight, the Tragic 

etc. The last letter of Foscolo's 
up an imprMP;'W 

centers around the Tragic 
around the tragic death of the main 

3 occurs in every letter in the form oftricolon 
devices such as antithesis, asyndeton and 

everywhere in Foscolo's prose, but 
passages or phrases as one finds in Classical 

Curs us and Antithesis 
solo d%re, per I'eterna mia p(ice. 

padre,.!i·atello." 

'~fJ'JHL"U\'U', and Cursus Velox and Asyndeton 
an/oroso, desiderio dlHlo marte." 

even more refined in his poems. The following 
found Foscolo's Le Grazie and in Classical 

Con mez::e in mar Ie ruote iva frattanto 

(cf. Aell. 4,165: Dido dux et Trioanus-eandem) 

2. Chiasmus: 

Nera treecia e di sell colmo 

noun, noun adj.) or: 

allor natio sorriso 

(noun noun) 

3. Simile with studied sounds: 

Come 

Liuti e moUe 11 flauto si duole 

D'innamorati e di ninfe 

A simiie that recalls Catullus 64, 269ff. It aims at evoking the fascination dif-
fused the sound of the Notice of the a's made remarkable by 
the accent in Lario to Canta where the sound is stronger because 
of fhe accent on the first of fhe verse. The succession of the "i"s gives the sense 
of sharp and subtle sounds ... The frequency of liquid consonants (r and 1) and fhe pro-
lVllbatlVIl of the effect of the elision create a sound suggesting a 
soft sweetness. chiaroscuri are given by the rhyme in the mid-
dle, assonance and consonance, all clearly heard. 

In conclusion, Foscolo appears Romantic for the feelings, for the disgust oflife, for 
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he was born in. 

During a 1989 interview at country home in southern 
I pointed out to this Anglo-Irish is a kind of psychologist, curious about 
dreams, various forms of neurosis, criminal behavior, np,tn ,rt;w 

eling, adolescent development, and 
pleased with this notion but added as a psychologist. 
Later in the interview, he also said, conversations one-to-one such as we're 
having now, but I dislike rooms full And I like fhe company of women, rather 
more than men. William Trevor's into the surfaces and depths of human per-
sonality are astounding, especially those into the nature of domi-
nant men and the suffering of oppressed women. 

Although known as a writer particularly embedded in fhe of contemporary 
life, Trevor's best stories treat the materialistic of Ashes, the industrial waste
land, war (the two world wars and the current one in Belfast), and Church as backdrop 
to a drama of courtship or failed marriage. I argue fhat a feminist approach relying heav
ily on Bakhtin's narrative fheory yields insights when analyzing this major 
contemporary author, whose fiction has been related to the grotesque and comic aspects 
of Joyce (according to Greene and others), belongs to fhe Romantic and modernist tra
ditions of the double figure (Dostoevsky, Hoffmann, Kafka), best under-
stood using Julia Kristeva's notion discourse--"both comic and tragic," 
including "politically and socially of the fantastic," and characterized 
by "Phantasmagoria [in which] ... mystical symbolism [fuses 1 with macabre naturali,m." 

I hope that demonstration of feminist/Bakhtinian approaches focused on "The 
Ballroom of Romance" will clarify Trevor's to recent feminist fhought as 
I deconstruct fhe apparent simplicity and of Trevor's style, revealing a socio-
cultural depth, a rich heteroglossia and polyphany, as Bakhtin would put it, brilliant
ly orchestrated as Trevor defines the regressive human behaviors and primitive 
dations on which our contemporary, phallocentric, Anglo-American society has been 
built. 

Daniel R. Schwarz defmes fhe English novel of manners and morals as centered on 
marriage and "a character's struggle to discover a coherent self within an indifferent 
society," citing Clarissa, Tom Jones, Emma, and Middlemarch as examples. Trevor, 
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as by the older Irish tra-
of domestic life and satire, directed at 

directs his satiric ire toward men, 
of compassion, tenderness, and empa-

of a surface with neon signs, Trevor focuses not 
love but on the dark side of the self, not between 
parts of the self but also between male/female, body/soul, Irish/British, 
Catholic/Protestant, self/community, self/reading self. This dividedness 
ly explains Trevor's modernity, not the billboards and ad men, and 
drunks, pubs, hotels, and ballrooms that form the fabric of his work. The related 
obsession with and of alienation from selt~ family, and community 
are best expressed a complex, poetic, understated, ironic, and 
art: these are the hallmarks of modem fiction from Kafka, Poe, 
and James to Lawrence, Faulkner, and Flannery O'Connor. Given his 
on human and the of love, Trevor's of the short 
will as contemporary writer in 
em tradition. 
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forced upon him 
prior to and following 
out for more than what 
these blacks were 
Wright's Native Son, some 
way they knew. And like 
lynched or bumed or hanged. 
it was not only a result of the 

through which blacks in the United 

themselves. They expected to waited. almost willinglv. for 
their destruction because of their 
some blacks began to hope. They 
not be exterminated, that they might 
dream of equality. Thus began their 

In her fiction, Alice Walker deals black, the black who 
has no future. Her statements about him Walker tells her 
readers about people who are fashioned Her protagonists 
are often women who seemingly have to reach out and grasp for free-
dom even though it may mean death. she shows the black who grasps 
for freedom and holds it, tremulously, that death does not follow his/her 
momentary achievement of freedom. Walker will have to tell the story of 
the black who holds his freedom with no self-consciousness, perhaps even somewhat 
carelessly. But those stories haven't been written yet because that part of history has 
not occurred. 

Alice Walker tells a story in her fiction, the tale included in each work, but 
an overall history. Her fiction contains record of the struggle of her 
people to grasp freedom. 
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of mission to necessary great 
virtue of his utter poverty, his 

the fool is free to when others, afraid of the consequences, choose to 
This freedom to is often used to make savage of all kinds 

and QPlf_imn{)rt~nri;" 

TIle 

the 

flPmlexes the modem scholar, prc-UU;UpICU 

of these writers, whether they be "nj,'rt'llll,Pl" 

hagIographers with an eye for an audience. 
imn()rt~nt texts written in the vernacular "U'5''''E,~ 

Greece, not in order to found monasteries but to carry 
There were no established rnona~teries the 

the of Yaroslav the Wise. There were two 
monastery was with a the other 

at the entrance to a church. Most of the 
monks. There were a great number of eremitic cells. gave different character 
to Eastern Monasticism. There could be many false monks among the hennit monks; 
this was not as easy cenobitic monastery. 

The Fool for Christ was a very concept in Monasticism. It took 
great courage to follow the life of a fool for Christ. This type of monk never combed 
his hair and even went so far as to castrate himself and to put the of "the 
eunuch for the sake of Christ" upon himself. He would go about bare-foot. Certain 
secular leaders had their wives tonsured into monasticism so that CQuld take other 
wives. There was alsQ the custom tonsured before death. Ea<;tern monasti-
cism had to do with Orders; Pachomuis the 
in a monastic habit. St. Methodius combined the Studite rule with the or~~anizations 
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La un toumant dans I' evo-
pu:lJ!H;atl.on de ce roman-nouvelle, Gabrielle 

rQmpt avec l'ecriture de ses montrealais: celie de Bonheur 
d' occasion et Alexandre Chenevert. Elle entreorend la recherche temps Derdu de 
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dfet, les trois recits de ce "roman-nou
la Petite Poule d'Eau," et "Le Capucin 

intimiste de ses ceuvres autobiographiques. 
de Route d' Altamont, et de Ces enfants 

pour employer Ie terme de G. Genette, 
est identique a. celui qui pen,;oit. Le per

un correlatif identifiable dans Ie sym
Dans La Petite Poule d' Eau, par 

temps, de focalisation et de voix ne nous permettent 
romanesque. L'usage de la non-personne, d'un 
personne, nous empeche de delimiter avec pre
occupe a. la fois une position exteme et inteme. 

intimistes des recits autobiographiques de Rue 
d' Altamont, I' optique du narrateur de ce roman-nouvelle 

"I','m'''''{''pconstante entre les passages ou Ie centre de perception 
moins avec celui des personnages et des passages ou 

meme temps, I 'utilisation de la troisieme personne gram-
inclure ni Ie de l' enonciateur ni Ie "tu" du lecteur 

Petite PO/de d' Eau I'oscillation entre Ie rapprochement et 
la vis-a.-vis des personnages. Cette forme depersonnalisee 

est caraeterisee par une absence de modalite. 

En celte d'expressions impersonneiles, "il fallait," "on 
abandonnait," s'en allait," "si on etait," "si on voyageait," "on aboutissait," "on 
descendait" tant d'autres, personne ne semble s'explimer. II s'agit dans ces recits 
Impr<~SSllonm~;tes par "petites touches" d'un type de narrateur caract6ise par l' absence 
apparente de louie subjectivite et de modalite. Cette absence de modalite narrative, donne 
au recit une d'objectivite, et de vitalite. Elle est renforcee dans Ie recit par 
I'evocation constanle du milieu geographique. En effet, si l'on examine de plus 
les descriptions geographiques de La Petite Poule d' Eau, on constate que la 
ses enonces descriptifs sont focalises sur Ie narrataire. lis s'inscrivent SOliS la f(mne d'un 
"on" equivalent a. un "vons." La narrataire est donc a. la fois lecteur et temoin vraisem
blabilisant de I 'histoire racontee. 

Une fois Ie narratenr cache derriere la parole anonyme d'un 
celui des maximes, des sentences, et des descriptions, Ie lecteur a l'1mpreSSlon 
roman se raconte lui-meme. En voici quelques exemples: "Avec les Romains, 
comme des Romains," ou "II a rien comme la liberte, disait-il," ou encore: "Et 

est en train de a. ce que I' on dit." Dans ces discours indirects. Ie nal'-
rateur derriere Ie pronom "on," celui de la "non-personne." n dans 
ces declarations sentencieuses it effet de verite d'une parole qui ne s'avoue pas comme 
telle. C'est une parole etrangere au recit, une voix anonyme, emanant d'un "on" 

la connivence du lecteur. Ce type de rapport impersonnel sup
prime Ie narrateur en tant qu'agent d'un contenu semantique specifique. II abolit la rela
tion reciproque entre Ie "je" du destinateur et Ie "tu" du destinataire, opposition qui est 
fondamentale pour I' existence de tout fecit romanesque. Comme on Ie voit bien, Ie cen
tre d'enonciation n'est pas toujours l'unique centre de perception. Celui qui voit n'est 
pas toujours celui parle. En realite, I 'histoire n'est plus racontee par Ie narrateur qui 
se retire derriere une voix anonyme et impersonnelle, mais, c'est plutot l'histoire qui 
trahit sa dans Ie texte. L'emploi de ce "on" impersonnel constitue donc un 
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relais entre Ie 

decIite. 

IJIC;llllt:lt: personne et 
la troisieeme - Clui serait tout de n' ose pas se dire. Gabrielle Roy com-

velntBlbl(~mlent que des manieres detournees 
Et, chacun sa it que "Ia romanciere constru-

Ie sache ou non, a. des eie-
que des masques par eUe se racon-

n~lcr0'p"" anonyme n'est rien d'autre 
,·mw"nl';c.,·p montre du Ie masque 

- je m'avance mon masque du 

The drums have it that the supernova of deconstruction has begun to wane. Small 
It had much it: its 3nogant tone, its insistence on obscurity, its 

inc:oHlPatibi:litv with its link with Yale All it 
had, some will say, was a certain cachet which grew out of its hermetic character. 

The rumors of its death may be as sometimes happens. But howev-
er that plays itself out, it is perhaps time to set forth why some of us have found our
selves fascinated by it, even when we could not understand it. Critical theoIies live or 
die by their the integrity and of the vision which stands 
behind them. serious readers are away from deconstlUction into the more 

realms of reader response and historicism, no doubt that is because decon
struction is hard to apply, especially in the classroom. But I want to argue that the vision 
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and hard criteria, criteria which any 
have to meet as well. 

The idea 
death, the absurd, and sin--have concerned 

Whitman's "Out of the Cradle 

which decon-

omninotf"nt ornninrpopnt etc. Apocathesis takes 
saying what He is not. 

at the heart of the poem. Logo-
the risk an il1teJ]Jretatiol1 of the literature 

When we work with logo-centered theories, we run the risk 
to know more more what the work means, we will care less 

Cliff Notes are a consequence of logo-centered esthetic systems. 
protects us from this any final meaning to the 

of mt keeDs us alive to the eXDerience of and the experience of it will alwavs 

Commentators Jovce have occasionallv noted the violence 
and "A Little Cloud." 

tilVI vughly these fictions reveal the 
and how the adult characters exhibit the 

of childhood abuse. some of the clinical symptoms side side with inci
dents and characters the stories, to shed new on one of the founders of 
Modernism in literature. 

James Dubliners can be seen as a "clinic" on child abuse. Several of the 
stories contain literal incidents emotional or sexual abuse. In virtually all 
of them, the main characters illustrate the cla~sical symptoms of abuse victims or are 
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Some of the 
esteem, shame and 
nightmares and flashbacks, 
need to control, violence, 
sustain intimacy, feeling like 
abuser and/or protector, or 
pie personality and being prone 
symptoms can be well documented 

These symptoms as found in 
his life and work. 

PSYCHOLOGY 

Ke~"'UI1I~ the novelist's 

mem
mned--glonously perhaps--mto art, but 

hf'.rommp' an 

IlpHCallUIl~ for 

When Edmund Spenser in Book III of The Faerie Queene to portray the 
full range of human experience in love, the system then extant 
was not adequate for his purpose. Renaissance was a clumsy and 
often contradictory system which ranked the various faculties in a hierarchy with the 
Vegetable soul (the merest nutritional function) at the bottom and the Rational Soul 
(Understanding and Will) at the top. It could the gross outlines of com-
mon expetience, and it was totally incapable the complexities of love. 
Despite its limitations, however, this the basis for several of Spenser's 
poetic structures, notably psychological landscape. But the poet employs these struc
tures chiefly to introduce actions and concepts, and he then refmes his portrayal of behav
ior and motivation through other allegorical structures, some of which are pyfj"PrTIph, 

subtle and difficult to describe even with sophisticated tern 

One such structure derives from the Elizabethans' of ruling 
as a masculine function and surrender or submission basis of disorder) a~ feminine 
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actions, this considers Britoman's love-melan-
of Marinell, Marinell's incapacitation through excessive 
mc:apacltatlon through excessive "feminity." The alle

,'<I"hlid",d in these actions are then used to reinterpret certain minor 
Dames, the forest witch, the old fishennan, Malbecco, and 

These considerations reveal that Spenser limits his use of faculty psychology to ini
tiating actions, after which he refines his psychological allegory through a 
other structures such a~ contrast, symbolic action, shadings of masculine and 
tendencies, and varying degrees of order and disorder, so that the total 
structure of the poem effectively portrays varied love experiences with 
subtle distinctions of psychological reality. 

The Country Wife William Wycherley is often critics for its 
portrayal of a libertine and pleasure-seeking world and analyzed for those aspects. 
Characters such as Homer, Lady Fidget, Sparkish, and Pinchwife are all attempting to 
benefit in some fashion from rumor, assignations, fortune-hunting, seduction. Plots are 
launched and complications ensue, providing much material of the play from this per
spective. 

This paper investigates two characters often "overwhelmed" in the play and those 
studying the work. HarcoUlt and Alithea contrast with others sharolv in their sub-
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plot. Where othcr 
ling and exploitation, 
in their setting, but 
against their world 
understand causes 
means they both 
completely al 

"trapped" because 
fate and are contcnt 

Both Harcourt 
Countly Wile. 
even aware of it): 
may "succeed" in jJ'IO"'UlIC-'CC'" 

Pinchwife may attain what 
and Sparkish, however, lose 
Altogether, these are very mixed 

Intentional on Wycherley's pm1 
tion and commitment to each other, 

in pleasure seeking 
pv"<'rience commitment and love. 

both--for lack of a better tenn--"rebel" 
The paper attempts to 

their surroundings plus it looks at 
Harcourt and Alithea arrive at is 
characters. Other characters seem 
Harcourt and Alithea choose their 

grain of the major story of The 
cannot (a~suming the latter are 

Homer and 
barely). Mrs. 

and seduction). Pinchwife 
Harcourt, rp<nPf,t,vplv 

Fidget, and others. It comes down to solid 

their aftec
haunts Homer, 
versus exploitation. 

METAPHOR AND METONYMY: 
PRINCIPLE IN DONNE'S 

Clement Wyke 
University ajWinnipeg 

A reading of Donne's Devotions Written on Emergent Occasions (1624) illus
trates how he manages the complex dual process of mirroring within an ordered frame
work human experience which originates in a decentered universe, "crumbled to 
pieces," "all coherence gone" (The First Anniversary). This dual process depends 
upon an interplay of metaphoric and metonymic structures. Jacques Lacan explains 
how metaphor and metonymy function in relation to each other through a dual pattern 
of images: 

The creative spark of the metaphor does not spring from the presentation of two 
images, that is, of two signifiers equally actualized. It flashes between two 
signifiers, one of which has taken the place of the other in the signfying chain, 
the occulted signifiers remaining present throughout its (metonymic) connex
ion with the rest of the chain. (The Agency of the Letter in the Unconscious or 
Reason Since Freud, 745) 

Donne's "Metaphysical" temperament allows him to employ language in such a way 
as to "flash between signifiers" which replace each other so that whether it is the 
image of the patient in a bed, the physician who is afraid, the pigeon drawing vapours 
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COllcem with the nrf"pnt}llinml 

ticular texts, Box shows how 
to involve persona, structure, 

m""nnriinu Hume, eSDeciallv bv Dointing out the tension between his 

M. Box is Assistant Pm~fp«'r1" 

280 pages. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. 1990. 

Cloth ISBN 0-691-06828-3. 

$29.95 

the Fairbanks. 
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